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and his son, Michael Flynn Jr., across the political spectrum on his legal defense, with one of the president's staunchest supporters, Rep. Matt Gaetz (R-Fla.), at the center. "They are
not journalists," Gaetz told the crowd at the RNC. "These are not bloggers. These are not purveyors of opinions. These are criminals and corrupt operators. The Southern District of

New York should be ashamed of what they've done to our friend, Paul Manafort, and the brave witness, Michael Cohen. The special counsel knows what they're doing. They are
setting a trap for Flynn." Gaetz's rhetoric is part of the president's legal defense as he seeks to demonstrate that the surveillance of Flynn and his son stemmed from Mueller's team
searching for links between the Trump campaign and Russia. Flynn is the centerpiece of this strategy because of his dubious contact with Russia in December 2016. His son, along

with other Trump associates, is coming under intense scrutiny as part of that investigation.Q: Possibility of writing program without quitting or leaking memory? For example, many
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using Win32. In that case, the Windows API does have a function for this purpose, namely WaitForSingleObject(). You can pass the WAIT_OBJECT_0 constant to this function
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